Attend 3 or more sessions live within a day to be entered to win raffle prizes!

- **Whole Group Sessions to Inspire You**
  - Power Talks: Learn from experts in the field of math education as they share their stories and ideas.

- **Whole Group Sessions to Engage You**
  - Your Choice of Interactive, Small-Group Sessions
    - Workshop Sessions: Choose from over 40 different sessions to attend. These sessions will be small groups of 20 or less with lots of interaction.

- **Optional Sessions for Networking and Fun**
  - Networking Happy Hour: This time will include lots of breakout rooms and discussion prompts so you'll get a chance to connect with people from around the country.

- **Asynchronous and Ongoing Throughout the Week**
  - Math Thinking Together: We love math. Let's do math together so we can share and compare our thinking and solutions.

Learn about the agenda structure and how to participate in various sessions throughout the day. The agenda includes:

- **Welcome Address:**
  - Monday: Kasey Bratcher
  - Tuesday: Dr. Chris Emdin
  - Wednesday: Upvote Q&A
  - Thursday: Power Talk: Rick Miller

- **Workshop Sessions:**
  - Choose from over 40 different sessions to attend. These sessions will be small groups of 20 or less with lots of interaction.

- **Networking Happy Hour:**
  - This time will include lots of breakout rooms and discussion prompts so you'll get a chance to connect with people from around the country.

- **Math Thinking Together:**
  - We love math. Let's do math together so we can share and compare out thinking and solutions.

- **Asynchronous and Ongoing Throughout the Week:**
  - Collaborative Boards
  - Slack
  - MATHia Challenge